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Freshwater Algae Of North America
An investigation seeking to determine if radiation and other contaminating agents could be contributing to glacial melting has resulted in the discovery of new species in one of Ecuador’s seven ...
New Algae Species Found in Ecuador Glacier
Northwest winds this month helped blue-green algae tainted water pile up in the Pahokee Marina with a poisonous outcome.
'Never seen it this bad': Algae toxins at Pahokee Marina 100x higher than harm threshold
Not only is it a myth that Canada has an abundance of readily accessible water, say researchers, but we're poorly managing what we do have.
Canada’s troubled waters
"As freshwater reserves are ending up rarer in developing populace and concerns over water preservation are rising, potable water storage is turning into a major ordeal. Commercial industries, ...
Plastic Water Storage Tank Market An Array of Graphics and Analysis of Major Industry Segments
Manatees are mammals that feed on seagrass, algae and other vegetation in freshwater and estuarine systems in the southeastern U.S. In summer months, manatees can be found as far west as Texas and as ...
Florida manatees: 5 fun facts you probably didn't know
With the greatly increased interest in fishes and fishing since the earlier editions of this work were published, there has been need for a revised version of ...
Northern Fishes: With special reference to the upper Mississippi valley
Something peculiar showed up at the Santa Barbara Harbor this weekend, and it has many residents and wildlife experts scratching their heads.
Mysterious black swans spotted in Santa Barbara Harbor
The region around Cincinnati, Ohio, is known throughout the world for the abundant and beautiful fossils found in limestones and shales that were deposited as ...
A Sea without Fish: Life in the Ordovician Sea of the Cincinnati Region
But our native mussels aren’t those mussels. As critical as it is for zebra and quagga mussels to stay out of Wyoming waters, it’s equally important that native mussels stay in them. “They basically ...
The other mussels
Toxic, rare and irreplaceable Antimony: The pharaoh's eyeliner . Antimony is a gray metalloid, which is often used to harden other metals. The origin of it ...
Toxic and radioactive: The damage from mining rare elements
What was touted as a precedent-setting strike against Florida’s turtle trafficking trade seems to have largely unraveled, leaving advocates wondering why.
Southwest Florida's turtle numbers in peril as agencies clash, poaching bust fizzles
Earth Day serves as a great opportunity for us all to think of what we love about the coast, and how the swimming, boating, fishing, clam digging, sightseeing, birdwatching, and ...
Column: Community connections for clean coastal waters
Toxicity Evaluation of Pharmaceutical Wastewater to the Nile Tilapia ( Oreochromisniloticus) Ecotoxicology Laboratory, Department of Zoology, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria Copyright © 2021 by ...
Toxicity Evaluation of Pharmaceutical Wastewater to the Nile Tilapia (Oreochromisniloticus)
Most Wyoming residents, even avid anglers who spend long days on the water, may not realize the state boasts not one but seven native mussel species. Mostly we just read about zebra and quagga mussels ...
The other mussels; Wyo’s native species play vital roles
The increase in use of spirulina as a dietary food supplement, owing to its high nutritional content is the major factor that drives the spirulina market. Furthermore, increase in adoption of healthy ...
Spirulina Market 2021 : Market Size, Analytical Overview, Growth Factors, Demand, Trends and Forecast to 2027
MarketsandMarkets” The market size is estimated to be valued at USD 16.7 billion in 2020 and is projected to reach USD 30.2 billion by 2025, recording a CAGR ...
Seaweed Cultivation Market to Showcase Continued Growth in the Coming Years
ARABELLA RODEN examines the tidal shifts in the pearl sector as it confronts the unique challenges of an uncertain future.
Pearls of Wisdom: tidal shifts in the sector
New progress on the Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA) Reservoir Project was announced on Earth Day by Gov. Ron DeSantis. The announcement followed a vote by the South Florida Water Management ...
DeSantis announces agreement for Everglades reservoir
The payoff will be equally grand, in ensuring that Ohio doesn’t squander its most important natural asset — bountiful freshwater resources. But do state lawmakers share DeWine’s commitment to H2Ohio?
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